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NGOs engage in a wide range of activities to fulfill their missions, but
one thing that they have in common is the need for transparency,
accountability, and that typically means detailed reports on activities.
These reports must be updated frequently and distributed to all the
right stakeholders such as donors, grantors, auditors and even the
public. Without timely and accurate reporting, you cannot be sure that
you are managing resources effectively and creating the biggest
possible impact.
Unfortunately, the way that many NGO reports are created imposes a
hidden cost of the manual labor involved each month, quarter, or year,
along with the potential for error inherent in compiling data manually
from multiple sources.
Another hidden cost is the communication and collaboration required
to get information together from multiple departments and systems
such as accounting, and program management. There are many
opportunities
for
communication
to
lapse
or
introduce
misinterpretations of the data.

Centralize Everything?
In theory, reporting would be easier if your NGO had only one system,
and all data was managed there. Some organizations have tried this
approach, but generally it has not been as successful, and it might
appear. Specialized systems have evolved for various functions and
these “best of breed” applications offer better capabilities and
sometimes better pricing that “one size fits all” solutions.
All this means that centralizing in a single system may force
unacceptable compromises in features and performance and could even
drive-up software licensing and subscription costs.

Enterprise Architecture
You can simplify reporting by adopting an enterprise architectural
which maximizes compatibility among your business applications. If you
use the same reporting tools or data visualization such as WVIDesk
across multiple systems you make it easier to create and maintain
reports regardless of the department that owns the data.
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Integrations
Another approach for streamlining reporting is to integrate your
department applications so you do not have to re-enter data. You can
create custom integrations or use integration products with prebuilt
connectors to go between your staffs, program management, activities,
and other resources.
Integrations will help you get all the data you need for reports in one
place which can streamline report writing.

Report Standardization
Finally, one of the best ways to reduce the cost of manual reporting is
the simplest. If you can plan the reports, you need and get agreement
on standard reporting outputs and formats you can cut back on custom
reporting labor dramatically. You may not be able to eliminate last
minute requirements or demands from outside agents such as partners
or sub partners but planning more comprehensive reports before they
are requested can go a long way toward eliminating the hidden cost of
reporting.

ABOUT WORLD
VIRTUAL DESK
World Virtual Desk (RoboCop V1.1) is software designed to help NGOs
fulfill the mission of their organization. It is an integrated platform that
can use to track day to day activities of Staff, projects beneficiary,
provide & delivery services efficiently and manage your reporting
requirements, and many more. The application ensures systematic
recording and extraction of project information for indicator result
measurement and informed decision making. A virtual desk account,
laptop, browser, and internet connection are all that is required to use
World Virtual Desk. Alternatively, an android app with offline support is
also available.

Major feature of World Virtual Desk
A robust web-based system for management information and result
tracking.
Quantitative support and some portion of qualitative data collection,
store and analysis e.g. quarterly performance survey, analysis, insight
& deep data and GIS analysis.

Advance technique applied
1. Unique ID or code is used for each entity for stop duplication.
2. Dynamic, automated and secured ID card for each beneficiary
3. Set data validation status dynamically
4. Data freeze or lock system after reporting by project requirement
5. User friendly web application
6. Relational database system uses for stop transcription error.
7. Schedule backup and highly security applied.
8. In offline mode, data sync performs automatically when device
(tablet or smart phone) connects with internet.

Organization staff and partner staff use same platform including
access and data management permission.
1. Super user- Project based - access all data and information of a
particular project.
2. Admin user- Project based - access all data and information of a
particular project.
3. Local Admin – access all data and information of a particular
project based on a catchment.
4. User – Access selected data and information of a project based on
a catchment.

Activity/event/Service
wise
activity
set,
configure
relational
registration database, print pre-attendance sheet (before training),
configure post attendance sheet (after training), achievement entry
etc.
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Registration/Enrollment module for entering all participants and
actors
1. Input functionality based on MEL tools - both web and offline
(android) to register all vendors, stakeholders and actors,
community people, school actors etc. as mentioned.
2. Group/batch/actors category wise management like – Food vendor,
AIR vendor, Latrine Producer, Religious Leader, LMSA, women
groups etc.
3. To change status or exit or other (Active/Inactive/Drop/New-added/
Business change etc.)

Monitoring and verification module for data review, cross-check
and feedback by staff
1. Sample basis cross-checking with attendance sheet and dataset.
2. Sample basis spot or over-phone check any participants.
3. This monitoring and verification module keep the all records of
cross-checking and feedback by Activity staffs.

Dynamic dashboard and analysis
1. Dashboard- all possible counting.
2. Dynamic attribute and static attribute are used for analysis.
3. Indicator’s status report, CLA including learning log report.
4. DIP report building by day, quarter, and fiscal year.
5. Report sharing to individual user or user group or public.
6. User activity log maintain.
7. Routine monitoring information with trend, target & achievement.
8. Summary report will export by Word/Excel/PDF.

Mapping and tracking Detailed Implementation Plan (DIP)
Calculate indicator progress, analysis, PRT (performance Result
table), and IPTT

